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Abstract: Fuzzy sets have undergone several expansions and generalisations in
the literature, including Atanasov’s intuitionistic fuzzy sets, type 2 fuzzy sets,
and fuzzy multisets, to name a few. They can be regarded as fuzzy multisets from
a formal standpoint; nevertheless, their interpretation differs from the two other
approaches to fuzzy multisets that are currently available. Hesitating fuzzy sets
(HFS) are very useful if consultants have hesitation in dealing with group decision-making problems between several possible memberships. However, these
possible memberships can be not only crisp values in [0,1], but also interval
values during a practical evaluation process. Hesitant bipolar valued fuzzy set
(HBVFS) is a generalization of HFS. This paper aims to introduce a general framework of multi-attribute group decision-making using social network. We propose two types of decision-making processes: Type-1 decision-making process
and Type-2 decision-making process. In the Type-1 decision-making process,
the experts’ original opinion is proces for the ﬁnal ranking of alternatives. In
Type-2 decision making processs, there are two major aspects we consider. First,
consistency tests and checking of consensus models are given for detecting that
the judgments are logically rational. Otherwise, the framework demands (partial)
decision-makers to review their assessments. Second, the coherence and consensus of several HBVFSs are established for ﬁnal ranking of alternatives. The proposed framework is clariﬁed by an example of software packages selection of a
university.
Keywords: Group decision-making; aggregation operators; hesitant bipolarvalued fuzzy set
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1 Introduction
After introducing fuzzy set theory, the number of generalizations is proposed. Hesitant fuzzy set (HFS)
demonstrates a number of advantages over the classic fuzzy set and its numerous expansions, particularly
when used in group decision making under the condition of anonymity. The HFS has drawn the interest
of a large number of academics. Actual multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) approaches currently in
use produce potentially problematic and untrustworthy outcomes. These methods frequently overlook the
issues of uncertainty and the rank reversal paradox, which are fundamental and essential barriers to using
MCDM techniques. The Characteristic Objects Method (COMET) was created in response to these
difﬁculties. Despite the fact that it is immune to the rank reversal paradox, classical COMET is not
intended for use in uncertain, decisional situations. In this research, we propose to use hesitant fuzzy set
(HFS) theory to extend COMET’s capabilities. Hesitant fuzzy set theory is a powerful tool for expressing
uncertainty from an expert comparing characteristic objects and identifying membership functions for
each criterion domain. It is a powerful tool for expressing uncertainty from an expert comparing
characteristic objects and identifying membership functions for each criterion domain. Researchers [1–5]
introduced the notion of HFS and established the concepts of complement, union, and intersection of
HFSs for the ﬁrst time. To further elaborate on this point, the authors offered an extension concept that
allowed the current operations on fuzzy sets to be generalised to HFSs and a description of how this new
type of set was applied in the context of decision-making. HFS is a set of membership values in ½0; 1.
That is considered positive information. In [3–7], authors pointed out that any opinion may be considered
two parts; one is their positive part, and other is the negative part. But it does not necessarily mean the
negative part strictly complements the positive part. Bipolar fuzzy sets are an extension of fuzzy sets. The
concept that underpins such a description has to do with the existence of “bipolar information” (for
example, positive and negative information) regarding the provided set of data. When it comes to
information, positive information reﬂects what is acknowledged as possible, while negative information
represents what is acknowledged as impossible. It is actually true that human decision-making is founded
on double-sided or bipolar judgemental thinking, which can be both positive and negative in nature.
Examples of such opposing viewpoints include: collaboration and competition, friendliness and
animosity, common interests and conﬂict of interests, effect and side effect, likelihood and unlikelihood,
feedforward and feedback, and so on. The terms “yin” and “yang” are used to describe the two opposing
sides of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). The feminine or negative side of a system is represented by
yin, and the masculine or positive side of a system is represented by ying. For the mental and physical
health of an individual as well as for the stability and prosperity of a social system, it is believed that
coexistence, equilibrium, and harmony between the two sides are essential.
As a result, bipolar fuzzy sets can have signiﬁcant implications in a wide range of ﬁelds, including
artiﬁcial intelligence, computer science, information science, cognitive science, decision science,
management science, economics, neural science, quantum computing, and medical and social science. In
recent years, bipolar fuzzy sets appear to have been explored and implemented with a certain amount of
enthusiasm and increasing frequency. For that reason, authors [8–11] introduced a bipolar-valued fuzzy
set (BVFS), where the positive part is considered in ½0; 1, and the negative part is considered in ½1; 0.
In [12], the authors proposed a hesitant bipolar-valued fuzzy set (HBVFS), which is a generalization of
HFS and BVFS. In this paper, we carry out the work by proposing two types of multi-attribute decisionmaking approaches. Type-1 multi-attribute decision-making approach discussed in the algorithm with a
numerical example. Selection of a software package of a university is discussed in this type of decisionmaking. In Type-2 decision-making, we propose a general framework with a ﬁgure. Readers can look in
for recent papers [13–16].
This text is remembered in the following way: Section 2 provides fundamental HBVFS principles.
Section 3 offers an example of the Type-1 decision-making mechanism with multiple attributes. Section
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4 outlines the general context for Type-2 decision-making. Section 5 provides deference between Type-1 and
Type-2 decision-making process. The conclusion is given in Section 5.
2 Literature Review
Deﬁnition 1. A HBVFS H on a reference set X is deﬁned as
H ¼ fhx; hH ðxÞ ¼ ðhPH ðxÞ; hNH ðxÞÞijx 2 X g;

(1)

where hPH ðxÞ 2 ½0; 1 and hPH ðxÞ 2 ½1; 0 are called hesitant fuzzy positive and negative elements (HFPE) to
the set H, respectively. hH ðxÞ ¼ ðhPH ðxÞ; hNH ðxÞÞ 2 ½0; 1  ½1; 0 is called the hesitant bipolar-valued fuzzy
element (HBVFE) to the set H. In this paper, we use h ¼ ðhP ; hN Þ instead of hH ðxÞ ¼ ðhPH ðxÞ; hNH ðxÞÞ.
Deﬁnition 2. Let hi ¼ ðhPi ; hNi Þ, ði ¼ 1; 2Þ be the HBVFEs, then
S

S
P
N
P
N
f1

a
g;
f1

a
g
.
(1) Complement: hc1 ¼
aP 2h
aN 2h
S

S
P P
P maxfa1 ; a2 g;
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N
P
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(4) Algebraic sum:
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1
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2

1
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Deﬁnition 3. The score of a HBVFE h ¼ ðhP ; hN Þ is denoted by sðhÞ and deﬁned as follows:


1 1 X
1 X
P
N
a  N
a
sðhÞ ¼
aP 2hP
aN 2hN
2 lh P
lh

(2)

where lhP and lhN are the cardinality of hP and hN , respectively.
Let h1 and h2 be the HBVFEs. Then, h1 , h2 , if sðh1 Þ , sðh2 Þ and h1 ¼ h2 , if sðh1 Þ ¼ sðh2 Þ.
Deﬁnition 4. Let w ¼ ðw1 ; w2 ;    ; wn ÞT be the corresponding weight vector of the collection of
Pn
HBVFEs hj ¼ ðhPj ; hNj Þ ðj ¼ 1; 2;    ; nÞ such that wj 2 ½0; 1,
j¼1 wj ¼ 1 and k . 0. Then the two
aggregation operators named hesitant bipolar-valued fuzzy weighted averaging and geometric operators
denoted by GHBVFWA and GHBVFWG is deﬁned in the following way:
(1) GHBVFWA : Hn 7!H, where

1k
GHBVFWAk ðh1 ; h2 ;    ; hn Þ ¼ nj¼1 wj hkj
[

¼

aP1 2hP1 ;aP2 2h2

(
)
 k wj 1k
Yn 
;
1  j¼1 1  aPj
P
;;aP 2hP

[
aN1 2hN1 ;aN2 2hN2 ;;aNn 2hNn

n

n

(

)!
 k wj 1k
Yn 
:
1 þ j¼1 1 þ aNj
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(2) GHBVFWG : Hn 7!H, where
1  n  wj 
GHBVFWGk ðh1 ; h2 ;    ; hn Þ ¼
j¼1 khj
k
(
)
Y 

k wj 1k
[
n
¼
;
1
1  1  aPj
j¼1
aP 2hP ;aP 2hP ;;aP 2hP
1
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)!


k wj 1k
Yn 
N
:
1 þ 1  j¼1 1  1 þ aj

3 Type-1: HBVFSs Based Group Decision-making
Throughout this section, we offer an algorithm for decision-making multi-attributes community based
on HBVFS and social networks. In the following ﬁrst, we describe the problem and then list the steps
how to solve this problem.
Problem Description: Let X ¼ fx1 ; x2 ;    ; xm g and C ¼ fc1 ; c2 ;    ; cn g be the set of alternatives and the
set of criteria/attribute. We assume that the set of experts denoted by E ¼ fe1 ; e2 ;    ; ek g, are invited for
evaluation of the alternatives with respect to the corresponding criteria set.
The steps are listed in the following:
Step 1: Each experts or decision makers interacting each others using social network and then provide
their performance with respect to either bipolar-valued fuzzy value [17–20] or fuzzy value [21].
Step 2: After interacting experts through social network, they decide
wight of the attributes. Let us
Pthe
T
n
assume that w ¼ ðw1 ; w2 ;    ; wm Þ be the weight of attribute such that j¼1 wj ¼ 1.
Step 3: After receiving the evaluation of all experts we now perform the resultant evaluation hesitant
bipolar-valued fuzzy matrix by the union of positive and negative information. For example, suppose
experts e1 and e2 given the judgement x1 with respect to c1 are f0:6g and ðf0:3g; f0:2gÞ, respectively.
Then the HBVFEs x1 with respect to c1 is ðf0:6; 0:3g; f0:2gÞ. Let D ¼ ðhij Þmn be the construct hesitant
bipolar-valued decision matrix, where hij ¼ ðhPij ; hNij Þ ði ¼ 1; 2;    ; m; j ¼ 1; 2;    ; nÞ.
Step 4: Using the aggregation operators deﬁned in Deﬁnition 4 to obtain the HBVFEs hi ¼ ðhPi ; hNi Þ for
the alternative xi ði ¼ 1; 2;    ; mÞ. For example if we use GHBVFWA operator, then

1k
hi ¼ GHBVFWAk ðhi1 ; hi2 ;    ; hin Þ ¼ nj¼1 wj hkij
(

[

¼

aPi1 2hPi1 ;aPi2 2hPi2 ;;aPin 2hPin

)
 k wj 1k
Yn 
P
;
1  j¼1 1  aij

(

[
aNi1 2hNi1 ;aNi2 2hNi2 ;;aNn 2hNin

1 þ

Yn 
j¼1



1 þ aNij

)
k wj 1k 

;

where i ¼ 1; 2;    ; n.
Step 5: Using Deﬁnition 3, obtain the score values of hi , i.e., sðhi Þ ði ¼ 1; 2;    ; mÞ.
Step 6: Comparing the priority of options hi by ranking sðhi Þ ði ¼ 1; 2;    ; mÞ.
The general process of Type-1 decision making is display in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Type-1 decision-making process
By a realistic example discussed in [22–29], we further explain the possible application of the generation
in this report.
Example 1. A university data center prepares a new information system to be chosen and purchased to
increase its work efﬁciency. Software packages to be chosen are the alternatives here. The four characteristics
under consideration are the following criteria: (1) budget cost savings ðc1 Þ; (2) organizational output
contribution ðc2 Þ; (3) efforts to move from existing structures ðc3 Þ; and (4) developer product reliability
outsourcing ðc4 Þ. Four alternatives xj ðj ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ remain in the applicant list after the preliminary
screening. Four experts ek ðj ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ, each with the same weight is entitled to serve as decisionmakers and assess four attributes choices. Each experts interact through social network shown in Fig. 2.
and then decided the weight of the attribute and the assessment of alternatives.

Figure 2: The experts interaction network
The attribute weights are w ¼ ðw1 ¼ 0:35; w2 ¼ 0:15; w3 ¼ 0:2; w4 ¼ 0:3Þ and the assessment of
alternative is shown in Tabs. 1–4 as bipolar fuzzy sets or fuzzy sets.
From Tabs. 1–4, we construct hesitant bipolar-valued decision matrix is shown in Tab. 5.
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Table 1: The expert assessment matrix e1
x1
x2
x3
x4

c1

c2

c3

c4

f0:5g
ðf0:6g; f0:4gÞ
ðf0:8g; f0:2gÞ
ðf0:5g; f0:3gÞ

ðf0:5g; f0:8gÞ
ðf0:6g; f0:7gÞ
f0:7g
ðf0:6g; f0:2gÞ

f0:7g
f0:5g
f0:4g
ðf0:5g; f0:1gÞ

ðf0:3g; f0:7gÞ
ðf0:6g; f0:4gÞ
ðf0:6g; f0:2gÞ
ðf0:8g; f0:4gÞ

Table 2: The expert assessment matrix e2
x1
x2
x3
x4

c1

c2

c3

c4

ðf0:6g; f0:3gÞ
ðf0:3g; f0:5gÞ
f0:9g
ðf0:6g; f0:2gÞ

ðf0:3g; f0:5gÞ
ðf0:5g; f0:4gÞ
ðf0:5g; f0:2gÞ
f0:7g

ðf0:5g; f0:2gÞ
ðf0:2g; f0:6gÞ
ðf0:5g; f0:4gÞ
ðf0:4g; f0:2gÞ

ðf0:4g; f0:5gÞ
f0:6g
f0:4g
ðf0:7g; f0:5gÞ

Table 3: The expert assessment matrix e3
x1
x2
x3
x4

c1

c2

c3

c4

ðf0:4g; f0:5gÞ
ðf0:4g; f0:2gÞ
f0:7g
ðf0:7g; f0:2gÞ

f0:5g
f0:7g
ðf0:6g; f0:1gÞ
ðf0:5g; f0:3gÞ

ðf0:6g; f0:3gÞ
ðf0:3g; f0:5gÞ
ðf0:4g; f0:6gÞ
f0:9g

ðf0:5g; f0:6gÞ
ðf0:5g; f0:5gÞ
ðf0:6g; f0:2gÞ
f0:6g

Table 4: The expert assessment matrix e4
x1
x2
x3
x4

c1

c2

c3

c4

ðf0:3g; f0:8gÞ
f0:5g
ðf0:8g; f0:4gÞ
f0:7g

f0:6g
ðf0:8g; f0:2gÞ
f0:5g
ðf0:6g; f0:3gÞ

ðf0:8g; f0:1gÞ
ðf0:4g; f0:8gÞ
f0:6g
ðf0:5g; f0:1gÞ

f0:6g
f0:9g
ðf0:4g; f0:5gÞ
ðf0:5g; f0:2gÞ

Table 5: Hesitant bipolar-valued fuzzy decision matrix

x1
x2
x3
x4

c1

c2

c3

c4

ðf0:5; 0:6; 0:4; 0:3g,
f0:3; 0:5; 0:8gÞ
ðf0:6; 0:3; 0:4; 0:5g,
f0:4; 0:5; 0:2gÞ
ðf0:8; 0:9; 0:7g,
f0:4; 0:2gÞ
ðf0:5; 0:6; 0:7g,
f0:3; 0:2gÞ

ðf0:5; 0:3; 0:6g,
f0:8; 0:5gÞ
ðf0:6; 0:5; 0:7; 0:8g,
f0:7; 0:4; 0:2gÞ
ðf0:7; 0:5; 0:6g,
f0:2; 0:1gÞ
ðf0:6; 0:7; 0:5g,
f0:2; 0:3gÞ

ðf0:7; 0:5; 0:6; 0:8g,
f0:2; 0:3; 0:1g
ðf0:5; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4g,
f0:6; 0:8; 0:5gÞ
ðf0:4; 0:5; 0:6g,
f0:4; 0:6gÞ
ðf0:5; 0:4; 0:9g,
f0:1; 0:2gÞ

ðf0:3; 0:4; 0:5; 0:6g,
f0:7; 0:5; 0:6g
ðf0:6; 0:5; 0:9g,
f0:4; 0:5gÞ
ðf0:6; 0:4g,
f0:2; 0:5gÞ
ðf0:8; 0:7; 0:6; 0:5g,
f0:4; 0:5; 0:2gÞ
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Using GHBVFA operator to calculate the GHBVFEs hi ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ for the alternatives xi
ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ. For example we only display the calculation of x3 and k ¼ 1, then we have


h3 ¼ HBVFWAðh31 ; h32 ; h33 ; h34 Þ ¼ 4j¼1 wj h3j
[

¼

aP31 2hP31 ;aP32 2hP32 ;aP33 2hP33 ;aP34 2hP34

n

[
aN31 2hN31 ;aN32 2hN32 ;aN33 2hN33 ;aN34 2hN34

n
 wj o
Y4 
1  j¼1 1  aP3j
;

1 þ

Y4 
j¼1

1þ

aN3j

wj o

!

[

¼

aP31 2f0:8;0:9;0:7g;aP32 2f0:7;0:5;0:6g;aP33 2f0:4;0:5;0:6g;aP34 2f0:4;0:6g

n

[
aN31 2f0:40:2g;aN32 2f0:2;0:1g;aN33 2f0:4;0:6g;aN34 2f0:2;0:5g

n
wj o
Y4 
1  j¼1 1  aP3j
;

wj o
Y4 
1 þ j¼1 1 þ aN3j

!

¼ ðf0:6740; 0:6319; 0:6857; 0:6450; 0:6994; 0:6605; 0:6481; 0:6026; 0:6607; 0:6168;
0:6755; 0:6335; 0:6597; 0:6156; 0:6718; 0:6294; 0:6862; 0:6456; 0:7442; 0:7112;
0:7534; 0:7215; 0:7642; 0:7337; 0:7239; 0:6882; 0:7338; 0:6993; 0:7454; 0:7125;
0:7330; 0:6984; 0:7425; 0:7092; 0:7538; 0:7219; 0:6243; 0:5757; 0:6378; 0:5909;
0:6536; 0:6088; 0:5944; 0:5419; 0:6089; 0:5584; 0:6260; 0:5776; 0:6078; 0:5570;
0:6218; 0:5729; 0:6383; 0:5915g; f0:3171; 0:4069; 0:3703; 0:4531;
 0:3049; 0:3963; 0:3590; 0:4433; 0:2447; 0:3441; 0:3036; 0:3951;
 0:2313; 0:3324; 0:2911; 0:3844Þg:
With the changes in the parameter k we can get various results for individual alternatives. obtain the
score values sðhi Þ ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ by Deﬁnition 3. Tab. 6 displays the score values for the choices.
Table 6: GHBVFWA operator score values and alternatives rankings

GHBVFWA1
GHBVFWA2
GHBVFWA5
GHBVFWA10
GHBVFWA20

x1

x2

x3

x4

Ranking

0.5281
0.5443
0.5838
0.5947
0.6102

0.5341
0.5532
0.5722
0.5823
0.6027

0.6587
0.6602
0.6787
0.6812
0.6947

0.5294
0.5350
0.5425
0.5567
5687

x3 . x2 . x4 . x1
x3 . x2 . x1 . x4
x3 . x1 . x2 . x4
x3 . x1 . x2 . x4
x3 . x2 . x1 . x4

The ranking of the alternatives established by the values of sðhi ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ are shown in Tab. 6 for
various k. When we use GHBVFWG operator to add option values instead of GHBVFWA operator, the score
values with alternatives rankings are shown in Tab. 7.
It should be noted that if the parameter k changes, the rating of the alternatives will change. However, the
preference choice x3 is by evaluating Tabs. 6 and 7. Here, we can only determine the outcome and judge
which one is more acceptable in relation to what is given as possible and what is considered impossible
under the given attributes. Since one key parameter is included in our proposed process, we successively
examine the parameter’s effect in this example, which is shown in Fig. 3.
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Table 7: GHBVFWG operator score values and alternatives rankings

GHBVFWG1
GHBVFWG2
GHBVFWG5
GHBVFWG10
GHBVFWG20

x1

x2

x3

x4

Ranking

0.4238
0.4156
0.4058
0.3879
0.3542

0.4356
0.4023
0.3945
0.3875
0.3945

0.5614
0.5512
0.5487
0.5214
0.5047

0.4215
0.4189
0.4023
0.3978
3845

x3 . x2 . x1 . x4
x3 . x4 . x1 . x2
x3 . x1 . x4 . x2
x3 . x4 . x1 . x2
x3 . x2 . x4 . x1

Figure 3: Comparison of score values of the alternatives with different k obtained by the GHBVFWA and
GHBVFWG operators
The Fig. 3. we are discussing ﬁve cases of k. Given the values of k, there can be found a growing pattern
of score values achieved by GHBVFWA operators in regard to the alternatives xi ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ, and an
increase of k. Where the GHBVFWG operator score values can be found in relation to alternatives, xi xi
ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ continues to deteriorate with the rise of k.
The approach discussed in [30–35] is only considered a set of positive information. But our approach is
considered positive information as well as at the same time negative information.
4 Type-2: Decision Making Based on HBVFS
The estimation of decision-making is nuanced in the complexity of the real-life problem and increases in
line with the number of alternatives and parameters. Therefore, the measurement process involves decisionmaking. The framework incorporates the speciﬁcs of theoretical models. Decision-making [36] is a class of
information-based systems which support decision-making, among other systems. Many studies concentrate
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on developing decision-making for various ideas, methods or implementations. To improve the group’s
overall satisfaction level and overcome confusion during the decision. Researchers [37–39] have built a
ﬂippant, multi-criteria decision making and established their respective decisions as solutions to multicriteria decision-making problems. With the exception of approaches based on fuzzy set theories and
many other techniques such as fuzzy measures can also be used to construct decision-making, such as
technique of information management, game theory, and artiﬁcial intelligence techniques.
Similarly, we suggest a decision-making process in this section to demonstrate how the HBVFS will
help community decision making. As seen in Fig. 4. decision-makers communicate with the decisionmaking mechanism through the Social Network Platform in a community or many groups. The
Knowledge Base is used by HBVFSs or their special cases to enable decision-makers to perform their
assessments. Any valuable information is retained through Social Network Platform, such as comparable
previous instances, the corresponding membership degree of linguistic speech. HBVFSs represent the
decision table of a ﬁnal result is also generated by the system when evaluations are ready. There are two
major aspects to the roles of the Model Base. First, consistency tests and checking of consensus models
are given for detecting that the judgments are logically rational. Otherwise, the framework demands
(partial) decision-makers to review their assessments. Since the latter study established the coherence and
consensus of several HBVFSs, we omitted this interaction in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Type-2 decision-making process
The system will add up the assessment according to the expansion principle by selecting individual
model HBVFS aggregates according to the choice of decision-makers. Finally, the overall acceptable
levels of the alternatives are determined. Then the priority is obtained, and the comparison law provided
in Deﬁnition 3 will make the ﬁnal decision. What decision-makers need to do in this framework is to
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provide fair and reasonable judgments. The framework uses HBVFSs to quantify the assessment’s
uncertainties and produce the ﬁnal decision.
5 Relation and Difference between Type-1 and Type-2 Decision-making
In the Type-1 decision-making process, the experts’ original opinion’s is proces for ﬁnal ranking of
alternatives. In Type-2 decision-making processs, ﬁrst checking consistency of experts original opinion’s.
If the experts’ opinions are consistent, then we process their opinions—otherwise, we advise the experts
to change their opinions according to advised rule. The consistency tests and checking of all experts’
opinions are complete, then process their opinions for ﬁnal ranking of alternatives.
6 Conclusion
We suggested in this paper two forms of HBVFS decision-making. It has the desired characteristics and
its advantages and seems to be a more versatile approach to be evaluated according to realistic requirements
than current generalizations of HFSs and takes far more data (not only taking into account positive
information, but negative information) from decision-making. The approach can be reduced to some
established approaches. In this sense, decision-makers should state their values in respect to what is
granted and those decision-makers should give their values in relation to the options given in the
attributes concerned which are considered impossible. Two types of decision making process is
propoesed. Type-1 decision making is considered without consistency of experts opinion’s and Type2 decision-making process consider with the consistency of experts opinion’s. In future the theories can
be developed to implement large scale data to solve real network problems.
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